Handcrafted Tiles ~ Glazed Brick & Terracotta

4” x 4” Cotton, Blend of Petals in Cotton, Fog, and Storm in Plain and Woodland Texture

No two tiles are alike, each installation is your own original art.

Dedicated to preserving the heritage, beauty and utility of handcrafted ceramic tile by meticulously employing natural, old world techniques. While others use mass produced porcelain, we celebrate the warmth and creativity that age old red body clay and hands-on craftsmanship provides - including the beautiful variations in size and shade for a more relaxed, natural appearance.
Potter’s Wall

Pottery influenced, modern handcrafted wall tile with crisp edges and corners, and an uneven surface texture. Featuring a popular, up to date grey color palette, with 12 colors and 13 shapes, along with custom blend options. Handcrafted and hand glazed, Potter’s Wall brings a unique, one of a kind, work of art to any project.

Potter’s Wall is available in the following sizes, including bullnose trim.
Potter’s Loft

Epro’s new wall tile collection features a contemporary rustic appeal. 12 colors and 13 shapes, handcrafted and hand glazed, Potter’s Loft will bring a unique, colorful, bold statement to your project.

Morocco - an exciting blend of all four Potter’s Loft colors

Jade Green >

< Blue Lapis

Burnt Umber Metallic >

< Vintage Sterling Metallic

Potter’s Loft is available in the following sizes, including bullnose trim.

- Rectangle 4” x 8” 2¼” x 8”
- Square 6” x 6” 4” x 4”
- Arabesque 4”
- Fan 4”
- Chevron 1¼” x 8” 1” x 5” 2¼” x 6”
- Hexagon 3”
- Petal 3”
- Rhomboid 3” x 4”
- Small Triangle 1¼” x 4”
Heritage Unglazed

Handcrafted by skilled artisans employing old-world techniques, the tiles in the Heritage Collections reflect warm character, charm and dignity. Style and durability make this collection the perfect answer for floors, patios and walls.

Antigua (full range)
Warm, wide range of colors that replicate the look of antique, handmade brick. Installation shown includes optional Earth Products Natural Accents — real leaves pressed into the tile and fired.

Antigua Light
Visually sorted lighter shades of Antigua (full range).

Epro Cotta
An American handcrafted terra cotta with all the same character and charm of aged European cotta.

Red
The traditional, pleasing light to dark ranges of an old-fashioned red brick floor.

... varying tones, modulating textures and rich hues, are your personal palette...
Heritage Glazed

Old-world authentic craftsmanship ~ the main characteristic of Heritage Glazed tile. Perfect in homes with historic appeal as well as a striking accent to contemporary architectural designs. Complete versatility, indoors or out, floors, walls or countertops.

- Saddle Brown
- Military Blue
- Legend Black
- Lafayette Moss
- Potomac Blue
- Cypress Green
- Colonial Brick
- Lloyd Buff
- Birch White

...helping you create your own distinctive vision in ceramic tile...
Heritage Unglazed Terracotta

Handcrafted by skilled artisans employing old-world techniques. The tiles in the Heritage Collections reflect warm character, charm and dignity. Style and durability make this collection the perfect answer for floors, patios and walls.

Authentic American-Made Terracotta

Antigua Full Range Picket, 4 x 4 Heritage Glazed

12” Hex, Red and Small Diamond, Antiqua Light

Diamond, Antiqua Light

Antiqua Light, Valencia

15 3/4” x 5 1/4”

16 1/2” x 9 1/2”

11 1/2” x 6 3/4”

12” x 8”

6” x 12”

12” x 12”
Heritage Glazed Terracotta

Large scale terracotta with old-world authentic craftsmanship. Perfect in homes with historic appeal as well as a striking accent to contemporary architectural designs. Available in all Epro glazed floor tile collections.
Sandstone

From the ocean’s edge ~ mystifying, soft, subtle colors. Enhanced by the modulating texture of sand, Sandstone tiles are a true treasure for any residential or commercial setting, inside and out ~ Including twelve of nature’s most enchanting colors to complement any room ~ see last page for maintenance.

![Sandstone Colors](image)

- **Moss**
- **Emerald**
- **Celery Green**
- **Magellan Blue**
- **Caribbean Blue**
- **Turquoise**
- **Biminy Beige**
- **Apricot**
- **Valley Wine**
- **Winter White**
- **Milkweed**
- **Cinnamon Spice**

**Express your creativity...**

- **Kitchen :: Biminy Beige**
- **Unglazed Epro Cotta :: Worthington Diamond Border, Legend Black, Biminy Beige, Emerald Green, Biminy Beige pencil liner**

Epro Tile • no two tiles alike • each installation an original - Visit us at EproTile.com
Winslow Wall

A colorful masterpiece of expressive, creative, artistic tile. As beautiful as an original watercolor, an enhancement for any interior wall. A wonderful palette of fifteen soft-hued and opaque colors accented with numerous decorative borders.

Fire Wrought Metals
Three unique handcrafted metallic finishes create a versatile ability to use reflective surfaces.

- Range Surround: Fire Wrought Metal, Pewter
- Winslow Wall: White Mist - 2 1/4" x 8" Brick, random bond

Epro Tile • no two tiles alike • each installation an original - Visit us at EproTile.com
Epro Wood & Wood Block

Unique handscraped wood designs made with multiple molds of aged wooden barn siding, each tile is made by hand to ensure complete individuality and randomness. Continuing the tradition of making old world tiles for floor and walls with a modern interpretation of hand hewn wood in natural tones.

Tile sizes: 4” x 16” and 4” x 4”
Woodland Collection

Irregular textural surfaces reminiscent of old worn wood bark, to be used alone or in combination with regular smooth tile. Wood textured surface in select Potters Wall and Potters Loft colors and shapes. Available in 4 x 4, 4 x 8, 4 x 12, 4 x 16, 2 x 8, 4” arabesque, 4” fan, 3” hex, 3 x 4 rhomboid, and petals.
Country Home

Country Home tiles echo the seasons with a rich palette of colors and decoratives inspired by warm summer days, a garden path, the fall harvest and a cozy cabin. Soft hues and matte glazes reminiscent of the early Arts & Crafts movement. Comfortable, casual with a touch of elegance, Epro’s Country Home tiles capture your sense of style.

Tile Sizes: 2”× 2”, 3”× 3”, 4”× 4”, 6”× 6”, 8”× 8”, 12”× 12”, 3”× 6”, 2 1/4”× 8”, 4”× 8”, 6”× 12”
Hexagon: 4”, 6”, 12” - Octagon; 6”, 8”, 12” - Pentagon; 6”, 8”, 12”
Size available in all colors:

- Morning White
- Dove
- Mushroom
- Pheasant Green
- Robin’s Egg Blue
- Cattail Brown
- Lichen Green
- Morel
- Morning White
- Quail Grey

Bathroom floor and shower: Quail Grey
Earth Products - Natural Accents

Epro Tile • no two tiles alike • each installation an original - Visit us at EproTile.com

Since 1963, Epro Tile has been dedicated to preserving the heritage, beauty and utility of handcrafted ceramic tile.

Today, Epro Tile is one of America’s premier manufacturers of authentic handcrafted tile, offering a complete product line that features an impressive array of sizes, colors, and special effects.

The preferred choice of interior designers and discriminating homeowners, Epro Tile can be found in the finer homes of America, walkways of exclusive shopping centers, aisles of quaint restaurants as well as in celebrity swimming pools.

Epro Tile complements classic as well as contemporary environments, adding character that no machine can duplicate. The possibilities are infinite: the only limit is your imagination.

Since Epro Tiles are made by hand, no two tiles are exactly alike. Therefore your project will be an authentic original creation reflecting your personal tastes and appreciation for high standards, meticulous quality and hand craftsmanship.

Contact: Epro Tile • 866-818-3776 • info@eprotile.com • Visit EproTile.com • Find us on Facebook.
From the Country Home Collection - Fall and Winter decorative tiles

...Seasons in Ceramics - soft, matte glazes

Unglazed Earth Products - Natural Accents made with hand selected natural leaves are carefully pressed into moist clay and fired to form a lasting, true impression of nature.

10890 East County Road 6, Bloomville, Ohio 44818
To find your nearest Epro Tile distributor, call 866.818.3776, fax 866-343-8453 or visit EproTile.com